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The high specific capacity battery electrode materials have stimulated great research interest. Silicon (Si)
as a low-cost abundant material with a theoretical specific capacity of 4200 mA h g�1, offers an attractive
option for the low-cost next-generation high capacity Li-ion batteries anode. However, successful ap-
plications of silicon anode have been impeded by several limitations such as large volume expansion
(400%) with lithiation, poor conductivity and unstable solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) with cycles. To
address these challenges, we engineered Si nanoparticles by encapsulating them with monolayer gra-
phene (mGra) with empty space generated by melt-self-assembly Cu layer. Here, a new method is in-
troduced to uniform encapsulate the nano-silicon particles. The synthesis process used low-cost Si na-
noparticles and Cu foils via chemical vapor deposition methods. The mGra and void space around the Si
nanoparticles guaranteed to overcome mentioned problems. The flexibility nature and high conductivity
of mGra effectively accommodate the Si volume expansion associated with the lithiation, and function as
charges fast channels that allow for ions and electrons transport in fast kinetics. Most important, the
crystalized mGra layer served as a flexible protective layer avoiding the SNPs direct exposed to elec-
trolyte, which boosted the formation of stable and thin SEI interface. Our anode demonstrated a high
initial coulomb efficiency (CE) 85% with gravimetric capacity �1450 mA h g�1 (based on the total mass)
and long cycle life (500 cycles with 89% capacity retention). Such SNP@void@mGra structure orienting
excellent cycle life and high charge capacity provide a promising prospect for the next-generation high
specific energy battery.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) for consumer electronics, electric
vehicles and grid-scale energy storage need to meet the simulta-
neous challenges of safety, energy density, cycle life and cost [1–3].
Electrode materials are key for electrochemical performance. For
the anode materials, silicon (Si) is likely used in ever greater
proportion for the next-generation batteries because of its high
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energy density, natural abundance, low cost, and environmental
friendliness [4–15]. However, large volume expansion, poor elec-
trical conductivity, low initial and steady-state Coulomb Efficiency
(CE) and unstable solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) are the key
problems [16–20]. Significant research efforts have been devoted
to overcome these issues [19–29]. Among them, nanosized Si
shows a potential opportunity due to fast electrode kinetics and
excellent thermal and mechanical characters [20–22,24]. However,
for the nanostructured Si particles, large surface area still increase
side reactions and overload SEI during repeated cycling, which
eventually leads to electrical disconnection, poor cycle life and low
CE. In this regard, careful design of nano-Si electrode is required to
obtain an optimized balance between the surface protection and
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space availability for the perfect battery performance. To develop
desirable nano-Si based anodes, the following strategies should be
considered: (1) enough nanoscaled void space created to accom-
modate the large volume expansion, (2) conductive and flexible
matrices provided to improve the conductivity and buffer the
volume change, and (3) Si surface protection designed to promote
the formation of stable and thin SEI in order to decrease the ir-
reversible capacity loss. For example, hollow core-shell or yolk-
shell architectures containing Si core and C shell are effective for
high performance [18,24,29]. However, most of the architectures
are based on the introduction of conducting amorphous carbon or
chemically-derived graphene (Gra) oxide (GO) [28–36]. In general,
amorphous carbon or GO often results in brittleness, flaws and
poor conductivity, leading to large irreversibility [37,38]. Crystal-
lized monolayer or few-layer graphene (fGra) can offer more
flexibility to accommodate the large volume change, and more
effective routes for electrons and thermal conduction. Compared
with amorphous carbon (�20 GP) or GO [39], mGra shows su-
perior flexibility and structural stability [40], which can accom-
modate larger volume change and preserve better structure in-
tegration for Si electrode.

Recently two research work just reported the Si-Gra composite
anodes for LIBs [17,41], the direct anchor graphene onto Si surface
can accommodate some volume expansion of silicon, but the
bearing strength is limited via the sliding process [17], while the
electroless deposition Ni layer can serve as dual effect: catalyst and
sacrificial layer for generating void space [41], but using Ni as
catalyst, the Gra layer number is difficult to control due to the
dissolution and precipitation mechanism for Gra growth [42],
which is completely different from the Cu catalyst with surface
adsorption function and the monolayer Gra is easy to be con-
trollably synthesized on Cu surface. In this work, we encapsulate Si
nanoparticles (SNPs) by monolayer graphene (mGra) with de-
signed void space between SNPs and mGra created by molten Cu
template chemical vapor deposition. Such synthesis method
shows several advantages: (1) mGra can accommodate large strain
and stress, which is different from the previously-reported mul-
tilayer Gra, GO and amorphous carbon; (2) the molten Cu route
facilitates uniform and fully encapsulated Cu layer outside the
nanostructure Si, which is difficult achieved for the other methods
such as magnetron sputtering, etc.; (3) the void space is created by
nitric acid etching and its size can be easily adjusted; (4) our
simple and facile synthesis has potential for mass production.
SNPs can dwell in the built-in void space of mGra shell with face-
to-face rather than point-by-point contact mode [43], which can
greatly extend the Si-C contact interfacial area and then create
more efficient channels for fast transport of both electrons and
ions. The mGra’s flexibility and the void space between each SNP
and mGra, accommodate the SNP expansion without rupturing the
protective layer, which ensures the formation of a stable and thin
SEI layer on the outer surface. Moreover, mGra and the void space
work synergistically as following: although the void space was left
to accommodate the volume change, yet the void size cannot be
too large in order to maintain the volumetric capacity, for ex-
ample, for a 50 nm silicon nanoparticles, considering the 400%
volume expansion, a 15 nm void space should be set aside for
accommodating the volume expansion, but due to the anisotropy
[44–46] of the expanding silicon, one direction volume expansion
may exceed 15 nm for lithiation, while the another direction
cannot reach this far, and then the flexible mGra can help to ac-
commodate the volume and shape change.
2. Experiment section

2.1. Materials synthesis

Synthesis mGra on nano-Si: SNPs used in this work were pur-
chased from Shanghai Haotian Nano Company. A facile melting-
self-assembly method was employed to fabricate the SNP/Gra
composites. The commercial SNPs were first coated with Cu layer
(Cu foil, 99.5%, Alfa Aesar) in an atmospheric CVD furnace at
1100 °C for 1 h under Ar and H2. Then, the furnace was quickly
cooled down to 950 °C to make the melted Cu self-assembly onto
SNP surface. At the same time, graphene was in situ grown on to
Cu layer by flowing 10 standard cubic centimeters (sccm) of CH4,
20 sccm H2 and 200 sccm Ar under atmospheric pressure at 950 °C
for 40 min to form monolayer Gra and for 60 min to form few-
layers Gra. Thus SNP@Cu@Gra architecture was achieved. The Cu
layer was then sacrificed by diluted nitric acid aqueous solution
(1:1 with de-ionized water) to finally form SNP@void@Gra
composite.

2.2. Materials characterization

The morphologies and elements mapping of SNPs and the
SNPs-based composites were observed by field-emission SEM (FEI
Nova NanoSEM 45). TEM and HRTEM images were attained on a
JEOL JEM-2100 instrument equipped with a CCD camera by oper-
ating at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Elemental analysis was
performed using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) at-
tached in TEM. Raman spectroscopy was detected at an operating
power level of 2 mW on a confocal Raman spectrometer (Therm-
fisher, US) using 532 nm excitation laser with spot size of 0.7 mm.
The phase was checked by X-ray diffraction (XRD) on an X′Pert
PRO diffractometer (PANalytical B.V., Holland) with high-intensity
Cu Ka1 irradiation (λ¼1.5406 Å). The TG analysis was performed
by the vertical zero friction dilatometer L75VS Linseis (Germany)
from room temperature to 900 °C in air.

2.3. Electrochemical measurements

Electrochemical performances of the composites were in-
vestigated on typical coin cells (CR2032) assembled in an Ar-filled
glove box. Metal Li foil was used as the counter electrode and
Celgard 2300 membrane as the separator. The electrolyte was
1 mol L�1 LiPF6 in a mixed solution of ethylene carbonate (EC) and
dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (EC: DMC¼1:1). CV curves were mea-
sured on a PARSTA 2273 electrochemical workstation at a scanning
rate of 0.1 mV s�1 from 0 to 2 V. Electrochemical impedance
spectrum (EIS) measurement was performed within a frequency
range between 0.1 Hz and 1 MHz. Galvanostatic charge-discharge
tests were carried out on battery measurement system (Land,
China) at various current densities within a voltage range of 1.5–
0.005 V vs. Li/Liþ at a constant temperature (25 °C). The electrode
was prepared by slurry coating and then dried in oven for 12 h.
The ratio of active material: binder (alginate): super P was 8:1:1.
The mass loading of the active material on the current collector
was �0.3 mg, and the mass loading density per unit area was
�0.6 mg cm�2. The graphene content in the Si@void@mGra
composite was estimated by TGA, which was �5 wt%, as shown in
the supporting Fig. S9.
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1(a and b) shows the schematic illustration of the design
and synthesis of the SNP@void@mGra composite. SNPs are first
wrapped by Cu layer via melt-self-assembly (Fig. 1b), and mGra or



Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of melt-self-assembly of Si@void@mGra composite: (I) Cu melt-assembly onto SNP surface; (II) CVD growth of mGra on Cu thin film surface;
(III) removal of Cu thin film; (IV) first lithiation in SNP and SEI formation outer the Gra; and (V) after many-cycles lithiation and stable SEI formation. (b) Schematic diagram
for formation of Si@Cu and further Si@Cu@Gra composite by melt-self-assembly process.
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fGra is in situ grown on Cu surface by chemical vapor deposition
(CVD). The void is produced by removal of the sacrificial Cu layer
using diluted nitric acid. Three kinds of SNP/Gra composites are
designed, i.e., SNP@void@mGra, SNP@void@fGra and SNP@dGra.
The SNP@dGra is the void-free composite fabricated by direct
growth of Gra onto SNP surface without Cu layer via the same CVD
process. By tuning the thickness of Cu layer through melting time
and temperature, the void space between SNP and mGra layer can
be adjusted, which means that the void size in SNP@void@mGra
can be well controlled. Since the used SNP have an average dia-
meter around 50 nm, and the volume expansion ratio of Si during
lithiation is about 4, the desirable sacrificial Cu layer should have a
thickness of �15 nm to allow the expansion of SNP. Based on this,
the Cu film thickness in the investigated composites is set to 10–
20 nm. More information about the melting self-assembly and Gra
growth process is described in Supplementary Fig. S1.

The morphologies of the composites are shown in Fig. 2. From
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Fig. 2a and b) and transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM, Fig. 2c–i) images, SNPs have par-
ticle size around 50 nm. After assembly of Cu film and growth of
Gra layer, the particles show some expansion due to incorporation
of Cu and Gra (Fig. 2b and c). The elemental mapping in the inset
of Fig. 2c clearly indicates the existence of Cu, Si and C. From TEM
images in Fig. 2d and e, we can see that SNPs are fully en-
capsulated uniformly by the in situ grown mGra or fGra layer. After
removing the Cu intermediate layer of the Si@Cu@Gra, the Si@-
void@Gra was obtained, and the void space with size in the range
of 10–20 nm between SNPs and Gra was clearly visible as indicated
in Fig. 2f. The void space is to help accommodate the SNPs volume
expansion. It is noteworthy that the built-in void spaces can be
controlled by the thickness of Cu sacrificial layer. Fig. 2g, i show
high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images obtained at the edge of the
SNP/Gra composites on a grid, confirming in situ growth of Gra
with monolayer and few layers (mainly 2–5 layers). Here, it should
be pointed out that the named mGra or fGra do not refer to the
absolute value of the Gra layer number, which is the statistical one
according to several measurements and Raman mapping results as
indicated by the layer fraction in Fig. 3f. By comparing the
morphologies, two kinds of Gra are observed: the mGra or fGra
growth on the Si/Cu, and the dGra directly formed on Si surface
(Fig. 2i). It is seen that the edges of mGra/fGra are straight and
parallel to each other (Fig. 2g and h), indicating high quality and
strict stacking orders of the Gra layers; whereas the edges of dGra
are curved stripes (Fig. 2i), corresponding to the disorder and
amorphous feature. Furthermore, the selected area electron dif-
fraction (SAED) in the inset of Fig. 2g shows a set of characteristic
rings from the polycrystalline SNPs and six-fold symmetric spots
from crystalized Gra. Fig. 2j-1 give the TEM and HRTEM images of
the Si@Cu composite without Gra. It can be seen that the SNPs are
fully encapsulated by a layer of Cu shell. After in-situ growth of Gra
on Cu and then Cu etching by nitric acid, the SNPs/Gra composite
is formed. More characterization of the SNPs/Gra composites, in-
cluding Raman mapping, and X-ray diffraction (XRD) are pre-
sented in Fig. 3 and Fig. S3.

Fig. 3a and b show the Raman spectra for the composite. Three
characteristic peaks centered at 302, 510, 942 cm�1 are assigned
to the nano-silicon particles [47], while the other characteristic
peaks around 1350, 1580 and 2700 cm�1 are observed, which are
assigned to the D, G and 2D band of Gra, respectively. The mGra
growth on Cu layer has higher ratio of 2D/G41, which is the ty-
pical feature for mGra, while the Gra growth directly on SNP
without Cu catalyzer has lower 2D peak height and larger peak
width, indicative of more layers and poor crystallization. Since the
laser spot size is �0.7 mm, the Raman spectra for nano-Gra
(o100 nm) is somewhat different from the Gra at size �μm or
�cm level. In general, the nano-Gra has higher D peak than G
peak due to the enhanced Raman scattering effect. But we can still
compare their microstructures by the relative ratio and full width
at half maximum (FWHM). It is obvious that the direct growth Gra
has wider FWHM, which demonstrates poor crystal and more
defects. More information about the microstructural evolution of
obtained Gra via various processes can be seen in Fig. S4. Utilizing
the Raman spectra mapping, Fig. 3b for the 2D band
(�2700 cm�1) for a randomly selected 25�25 mm2 electrode re-
gion (Fig. 3c), as shown in the Raman optical microcopy image for
the scanned electrode region, indicate the high uniformity of the
synthesized mGra. Raman measurement results for the dis-
cretionarily collect six points within the anode (Fig. 3d) also de-
monstrate further the uniformity of the synthesized mGra. Fig. 3e
shows the Raman spectra for six points collected discretionally
within the anode, as numbered by (1–6), in Fig. 3d. The results
indicate the uniformity of the synthesized mGra. Fig. 3f shows the
statistic distribution of layer number for mGra and fGra. It can be
seen that the mGra mainly consists of monolayer Gra though other
layer number of Gra can be occasionally detected, while the fGra
mainly contains Gra with 3–5 layers.



Fig. 2. SEM images of (a) bare SNPs and (b) SNPs after melting self-assembly Cu without graphene; TEM images of (c) SNPs encapsulated with Cu layer and Gra (inset shows
the elemental analysis), (d) SNP/fGra, and (e) SNP/mGra, (f) Void formation between SNPs and Gra layer, HRTEM images of (g) mGra, (h) fGra and (i) dGra, (j-k) TEM images
and (l) HRTEM image of the Si@Cu composite.
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Fig. 3. (a) Raman spectra of Si@void@mGra, (b) Raman spectra of mGra, fGra, dGra, (c,d) Raman mapping for the 2D band (�2700 cm�1) for a randomly selected
25�25 mm2 electrode region. (e) Raman measurement results for the discretionarily collect six points within the anode as labeled in Fig. 3d. (f) The layer number statistics
distribute results for mGra and fGra.
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In order to further validate the Gra, Cu, Si and void in the
composites, corresponding EDS elemental mapping of Si, Cu, and
Gra clearly demonstrate that they are homogeneously distributed
in the Si@Cu and Si@void@mGra composites as indicated in Fig. 4
and more information about void and void distribution are shown
in the BET analysis in the Supporting Fig. S5.
We evaluated the electrochemical properties of the

SNP@void@mGra composites shown in Fig. 1 and compared them
with SNP@void@fGra and SNP@dGra. The CV curves of
SNP@void@mGra in the initial several cycles are shown in Fig. 5a.



Fig. 4. EDS mapping for the element distribution in Si@Cu and Si@void@Gra.
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A broad cathodic peak appears from 0.70 to 0.40 V in the first cycle
but disappears in the subsequent cycles. This is mainly due to
decomposition of the electrolyte to form SEI film. During the
second and third cycle, a new peak appeared at 0.16 V indicates
the crystal-to-amorphous transition of SNPs [48–50], which can be
further confirmed in Fig. 5c and d. Meanwhile, three broad peaks
centered at 0.14, 0.35 and 0.53 V in the following anodic process
can be ascribed corresponding to the reverse delithiation. The CV
curves demonstrate the reversibility of the constructed electrode,
which agree well with the previous reports on the Si-based anodes
[25,51–56]. To further check the phase change after cycling, the
half-cell was disassembled and the anode was again characterized.
Fig. 5c and d show HRTEM images of the SNPs anode before and
after 500 cycles. Apparently, its original structure is polycrystalline
(Fig. 5c), and the phase of SNPs dominantly becomes amorphous
after 500 cycles, at the same time a small amount of crystal phase
of Li15Si4 exists, which agrees well with the results reported
[4,10,13]. The SAED in insets of Fig. 5c and d also shows that the
diffraction changes from spots to rings, which further demonstrate
the transformation from crystal to amorphous phase after cycling.
Fig. 5b shows the EIS curves for the SNP@void@mGra electrode
before and after running for 3 and 500 cycles to further under-
stand the inner electrochemical impedance and interfacial prop-
erties of the SNP-mGra composite. Obviously, the Nyquist plot
consists of a suppressed semicircle in high-to-medium frequencies
and a diagonal straight line in low frequencies. The former is as-
cribed to the conduction of ions through the electrolyte, charge
transfer, electronic conduction between the active materials and
collector, and the external cell connections [18,57–59]; while the
latter is attributed to the diffusion of ions from the reaction



Fig. 5. (a) A typical CV profile of the SNP@void@mGra electrode at a scanning rate of 0.1 mv/s between 0 and 2 V (vs. Li/Liþ). (b) EIS spectra of the hybrid electrode in the
frequency range between 0.1 Hz and 1 MHz. (c-d) HRTEM images for the SNPs before and after 500 cycles, insets are the SAED corresponding.
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interface into bulk of the active material and the change of crystal
structure [18,57,58,60]. As shown in the EIS curves, a slightly de-
creased semicircle radius is observed after cycling, which is caused
by the activation process of active materials during the repeated
cycles and enhanced electronic conduction among the active
particles due to the presence of mGra. In the low frequency region,
the slope of the slanted straight line slightly increases, indicating
the transformation of the polycrystal SNPs into amorphous
structure due to the lithiation (LixSi, consistent with the result of
HRTEM in Fig. 5d) during the discharge process. In addition, the
diffusion resistance of ions may somewhat increases with cycling
due to the change of interfacial resistance, but the change is not
obvious, which suggests that there is no excess SEI growth at the
interface during charging and discharging. This is because the
mGra can protect SNPs from being directly exposed to the elec-
trolyte, which can further stabilize the integrity of the Si@-
void@mGra structure over continuous cycling. The smaller im-
pedance difference upon lithiation and delithiation during the
cycling demonstrates the formation of more thin and stable in-
terfacial layer in the SNP@void@mGra electrode. The stable and
thin SEI film growth on SNP is very important for the electro-
chemical performance and cell impedance. Thick and continuous
SEI growth can easily result in an impedance increase of the
electrode, along with a rapid decrease in capacity over cycling.

Fig. 6a and b show the typical discharge-charge curves of the
SNP@void@mGra and SNP@void@fGra composite anodes at the
1st, 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th and 90th cycle under a current density
of 500 mA g�1. The anode of bare Si without Gra wrap generally
has low capacity and poor cyclability due to being oxidized easily
without Gra protection and overload SEI formation (Fig. S6). For
SNP@void@mGra, during the first cycle, the voltage obviously
drops in the range of 0.35–0.70 V, demonstrating the formation of
SEI film due to the electrolyte decomposition, which agrees well
with the CV curve in Fig. 5a. After then, all the discharge-charge
profiles show consistent voltage platform, implying stable elec-
trochemical processes. In the first lithiation process, it delivers an
initial discharge capacity of 1450 mA h g�1 (based on the total
mass of SNPs/Gra), while the subsequent delithiation delivers a
charge capacity of 1230 mA h g�1, giving an initial CE of 85%. The
irreversible capacity loss (�15%) in the first cycle is probably as-
sociated with the irreversible lithiation and SEI formation. The SEI
breakdown and reformation usually result in a poor CE, which is
an indicator of the reversibility of the electrode reaction. The in-
itial CE is significantly enhanced as compared with the reported Si-
C composite anodes (see Fig. S7), which is mainly attributed to that
the mGra formed on the metal Cu catalyzer has high quality and
low density of lithium trapping sites as compared with the
amorphous or disorder carbon. The CE increases to 97.2% in the
second cycle and levels off 99–100% in the subsequent cycles.
Therefore, the initial CE, cyclability and rate capability of the SNPs-
based anode are remarkably improved by surface modification
with Gra, especially mGra. Accordingly, it can be concluded that



Fig. 6. Electrochemical performances of the SNP@void@mGra/fGra anodes. Galvanostatic discharge-charge curves at the 1st, 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th and 90th cycle for
(a) SNP@void@fGra, and (b) SNP@void@mGra. Discharge-charge curves at different current densities from 0.1 to 3 A g�1 for (c) SNP@void@fGra, and (d) SNP@void@mGra.
(e) Comparison of charge/discharge capacities at various rates. (f) Comparison of lithiation/delithiation capacity and CE at 0.5 A g�1 for 500 cycles (SNP@dGra is also
compared). All specific capacities are based on the total mass of Gra and SNP.
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such surface modification plays a critical role in manipulating
stable SEI formation and suppressing side reactions between Si
surface and electrolyte.

The discharge-charge performance of SNP@void@mGra was
further investigated by cycling at various current densities from
0.1 to 3.0 A g�1 (Fig. 6c and d). The SNP@void@mGra anode de-
livers a capacity as high as 3100 mA h g�1 at 0.1 A g�1. The ca-
pacity decreases with increasing current density. Even at a high
current density of 3.0 A g�1, the specific capacity is larger than
800 mA h g�1. In addition, in the discharging profiles curves as
shown in Fig. 6a–d, a second plateau close to 0 V was identified,
which show a steady voltage plateaus for two phase (Li and LixSi)
region [61]. A plateau close to 0 V, generally lower than 50 mV vs
Li/Liþ , indicating a metastable Li15Si4 phase was formed at room
temperature, as found in Fig. 5d for the little amount crystal
Li3.75Si [62,63]. Fig. 6e gives the rate capability for SNP@void@m-
Gra and SNP@void@fGra. The former exhibits capacities of 3100,
2500, 1950, 1200, 1000, 920 and 850 mA h g�1 at 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0,
2.0 and 3.0 A g�1, respectively; whereas the latter exhibits faster
capacity decay. Obviously, the rate capability of SNP@void@mGra
is better than that of SNP@void@fGra, especially at high current
density due to that mGra has stronger ability than fGra to ac-
commodate high current and provide higher mobility for Liþ

diffusion throughout the whole electrode. The cycling perfor-
mance at 0.5 A g�1 are compared in Fig. 6f, here, SNP@dGra is also
compared. It is evident that SNP@void@mGra shows the best
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cycling stability. For SNP@void@mGra, the capacity only undergoes
a short decay during the initial 10 cycles and then becomes nearly
stable till 500 cycles. After 500 cycles, a capacity as high as
1287 mA h g�1 is still maintained, which is 89% retention of the
first-cycle capacity. For SNP@void@fGra, the capacity undergoes a
rapid decay during the initial 30 cycles, then keeps stable, but
decreases again from 350th cycle. After 500 cycles, the capacity
drops to 750 mA h g�1 with retention of only 50%. Though the
cyclability of SNP@void@fGra cannot reach SNP@void@mGra, but
still better than SNP@dGra. For SNP@dGra, the capacity con-
tinuously decreases during 500 cycles, although it delivers a high
initial discharge capacity of 1300 mA h g�1, only 350 mA h g�1 is
preserved after 500 cycles. Since the three composites have almost
the same Gra mass percent, the difference in capacity contributed
from the Gra shells can be neglected. Thus, the difference in cy-
cling performance mainly come from the layer number related to
the mono-to-few layer Gra (mGra-fGra), the microstructure of
different Gra (mGra-dGra), and the void created between SNPs and
mGra. Without addition of other special assistance, such as elec-
trolyte additive (for example, FEC), the long cycle life and high
capacity of SNP@void@mGra is believed to be originated from the
unique designed structure and the nature specialties of the mGra
and nano-Si. Firstly, the built-in void space between SNP and mGra
allows SNP expand freely without destroying the outer protective
layer; Secondly, the mGra layer is conductive for electrons and
ions, and face-to-face contact between SNP and mGra can arouse
more efficient channels for fast transport of electrons and lithium
ions; Finally, the monolayer crystallized mGra can act as an elastic
shield to protect Si nanoparticles from directly exposure to the
electrolyte, promoting the formation of stable and thin SEI film,
which is critical for the long stability of electrode. Whatever, most
importantly, the monolayer Gra companying with the SNPs en-
capsulated works as a shielding layer and an electrical highway to
provide an excellent elastic buffer backbone for huge expansion of
silicon during lithiation, which guarantees a long and stable cy-
cling for the Si-based anodes.
4. Conclusions

In summary, we report nanosized Si-based composites with
monolayer graphene fabricated via a new melting self-assembly
route with Cu film as sacrificial layer to create void space between
Si and graphene. High capacity, long cycle life and excellent rate
capability are attained in the SNP@void@mGra composite. The
composite exhibits a high initial coulomb efficiency exceeding 85%
with discharge capacity of 3100 mA h g�1 at current density
0.1 A g�1. At current 0.5 A g�1, 89% capacity retention is achieved
over 500 cycles. The monolayer Gra and the void space between Si
and Gra not only effectively accommodate the volume change
during the lithiation process, but also provide preferential path-
ways for Liþ-ions diffusion. Moreover, good electrical conductivity
of mGra facilitates the transport of electrons, and the crystalized
Gra serves as a flexible protection layer to avoid Si nanoparticles
from being exposed directly to the electrolyte, which is favorable
for the formation of stable and thin SEI. It is the synergistic effects
of monolayer Gra and void space that effectively solve the large
volume expansion with lithiation, poor conductivity, and re-
dundant SEI formation over cycling for the Si-based anodes, and
hence achieve superior electrochemical performances. Our present
work may provide a potential strategy to develop commercial
high-performance Si-based anode materials for next-generation
Li-ion batteries.
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